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Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE WORDS
PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

BBS Toll Free
Skype:

Law of One
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 –1594 [line 2]
530 – 646 – 4187 [line 3]
530 - 487 - 1043 [line 4]
888-429-5471
BBSradio2

Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Carolyn / Rainbird

BBS:

Toll Free in North America

● A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
● We need $ 330 to complete last week and this week.
THANK YOU!!!!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
BBS appreciates getting cheques through the mail – nothing taken off by Paypal
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS
● Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!

T & R: ● they need food and gas money this week; + $90 for a Comcast bill
● Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
● Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

● phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

● Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

T: someone called once, said they only had $5 – didn't think it mattered!
OF COURSE IT MATTERS – every little bit matters!
● The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
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Hard News
R: we are on the extreme edge, and the scales of Ma'at which have tipped: the Grand Sextile is the thing that is
moving us
• This is the story of where it ends & where it begins: his Granny is black, she is beautiful, and she calls the shot
• R did not hear Dr King's speech in 1963; he grew up in an integrated family – this is the real story which has to
do with Mr 19.5* - there is no accident that he is here with his family: “I have a dream.”
• There are all kinds of pieces that have to do with Mother's wayward children who play with the story – where
this is going to in this moment is what Dr King brought forth: he listened to 2 hours of Al Sharpton today
talking about the Civil Rights Movement & it could change our reality
• We are in some kind of reality with all the black ops in the story, and those who are for sequestration; we are
moving towards Sept 1st - yet expect nothing, and everything shows up! Something he learned a long
time ago
• “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds” is still playing as part of the holodeck until [the holodeck] is not
• Two car bombs, one in Central Tripoli and northern Tripoli - it is NOT Hezbollah, but Israel!
Armageddon is cancelled!
R: talked to Dodi Fayad, Larry & Curly and Inanna, the 14 year old daughter; Omar, the son, same age as
eldest daughter of Obama; in the Wesak Valley with their sherpas and others.
• This has been laid out since the beginning – 450 billions years ago or more.
• They shared that the wild stuff going on is those ones still trying to separate the mind from the heart
among the Lightworkers. These ones have come back to love, yet the collective energies and the
holographic programs are still being played out, creating stories that say everything is done, it is
finished AND IT IS NOT!
T: you can hold the power of a positive thought at the highest level, yet the Hollow Earth comes from a programs
that came from Area 51 when Billy Faye Woodward was programmed there. there are principles you can
hold for the benefit of the highest good yet the program that came through Billy Faye Woodward is still being
played out

• Just like in David Icke's book The Biggest Secret in which he was paid to say there were no Ascended
masters – they did create & program clones and holograms of ascended masters just to confuse the
lightworkers.
R: David Wilcox talks about this: all kinds of programs getting exposed – no accident that Area 51 info has been
de-classified yet if you go there, you will be shot on sight. Mother is the final word on this story.
T: Goddess is the creative source, not anything else. This was confirmed by Dodi, Larry, Curly, KOS about the
Hollow Earth thing – glean the positive out of it; yet know it will get more & more intense. The dark ones
that perform evil acts will not go down easy; Mother also said that no one said it would be east.
• Work hard and study more – the 2nd perfection is truth; as you have questions: 888-429 – 5471 [BBS]
Rainbird: what about the stock market being closed yesterday for 3 hours?
T: called Anonymous: shut 'er down!
R: Anonymous is working with the folks in the Pentagon and the military; it is unravelling – Anonymous shut
down the Nasdaq – has to do with the synchronicities of the moment; we are in the Naqual world and we
are in the place where stories have to do with creative energies, for which there are no words. He has
learned about stalking and jumping from Mother; this is a universe that is relative in nature to the p
he has seen so
• What is unravelling which has been hidden from us which has to do with Dr King and the Aboriginal Moabite
nation, and why it is that the 520 years have been taken out of the Old Testament history; and why a
black person has 10x more likelihood of being arrested.
• Mr 19.5* is the 9th member of the Council of Sirius – don't under estimate him! Watch your tongue; watch your
thoughts! He keeps hearing this screamed in his ear by Mother – we are equal Co-creator gods – brings
in the magic of the X-men: why are more and more stories coming about about the man who came from
Krypton who was an immigrant with no status in the US – there is another group of folks who are
disembarking • Dodi, Curly and Larry: humanity is at a cross roads; it is the 2nd Grand Sextile; we are in the middle day of a
major transformational portal – this is also the 23 rd the most powerful day in any space-time continuum –
it is time to stay neutral; know only love;
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• Programs which bring up the feeling of “not being good enough” - those feelings are covered up, and
we go to the opposite extreme: has to do with learning process
• The intensity will grow exponentially from now on – we could be having every minute being 32 years
going by – we have to keep our head in the clouds and our feet on the ground Rainbird asked the question: the Wikipedia discussion of NASDEQ
HISTORY
NASDAQ was founded in 1971[4] by the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), who
divested themselves of it in a series of sales in 2000 and 2001. It is owned and operated by the
NASDAQ OMX Group, the stock of which was listed on its own stock exchange beginning July 2,
2002, under the ticker symbol NDAQ. It is regulated by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA), the successor to the NASD.
When the NASDAQ stock exchange began trading on February 8, 1971, it was the world's first
electronic stock market. At first, it was merely a computer bulletin board system and did not actually
connect buyers and sellers.[5] The NASDAQ helped lower the spread (the difference between the bid
price and the ask price of the stock) but somewhat paradoxically was unpopular among brokerages
because they made much of their money on the spread.
NASDAQ was the successor to the over-the-counter (OTC) system of trading. As late as 1987, the
NASDAQ exchange was still commonly referred to as the OTC in media and also in the monthly Stock
Guides issued by Standard & Poor's Corporation.
Over the years, NASDAQ became more of a stock market by adding trade and volume reporting and
automated trading systems. NASDAQ was also the first stock market in the United States to start
trading online, highlighting NASDAQ-traded companies (usually in technology) and closing with the
declaration that NASDAQ is "the stock market for the next hundred years." Its main index is the
NASDAQ Composite, which has been published since its inception. However, its exchange-traded
fund tracks the large-cap NASDAQ-100 index, which was introduced in 1985 alongside the NASDAQ
100 Financial Index.
Until 1987, most trading occurred via the telephone, but during the October 1987 stock market crash,
market makers often didn't answer their phones. To counteract this, the Small Order Execution System
(SOES) was established, which provides an electronic method for dealers to enter their trades.
NASDAQ requires market makers to honor trades over SOES.
In 1992, it joined with the London Stock Exchange to form the first intercontinental linkage of securities
markets. NASD spun off NASDAQ in 2000 to form a publicly traded company, the NASDAQ Stock
Market, Inc.
In 2006 NASDAQ changed from stock market to licensed national exchange.
On November 8, 2007, NASDAQ bought the Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX) for US$652 million. PHLX is
the oldest stock exchange in America—having been in operation since 1790.
To qualify for listing on the exchange, a company must be registered with the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), have at least three market makers (financial firms that act as brokers or dealers for
specific securities) and meet minimum requirements for assets, capital, public shares, and shareholders.
In February 2011, in the wake of an announced merger of NYSE Euronext with Deutsche Börse, speculation
developed that Nasdaq and IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) could mount a counter-bid of their own for NYSE.
Nasdaq could be looking to acquire the American exchange's cash equities business, ICE, the derivatives
business. As of the time of the speculation, "NYSE Euronext’s market value was $9.75 billion. Nasdaq was valued
at $5.78 billion, while ICE was valued at $9.45 billion."[6] Late in the month, Nasdaq was reported to be
considering asking either ICE or the Chicago Merc to join in what would probably have to be, if it proceeded, an
$11–12 billion counterbid.[7]
The European Association of Securities Dealers Automatic Quotation System (EASDAQ) was founded originally
as a European equivalent to NASDAQ. It was purchased by NASDAQ in 2001 and became NASDAQ Europe, but
operations were shut down as a result of the burst of the dot-com bubble. In 2007, NASDAQ Europe was revived
as Equiduct and is currently operating under Börse Berlin.[8]
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In 2013, NASDAQ was approached by private equity firm Carlyle Group about taking the exchange operator
private, but the talks fell apart over a disagreement on price.[9]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASDAQ

Audio: Peace Portal Activation - August 25th, 2013
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhkGrMqONwo

Published on 7 Aug 2013
MAKE THIS VIRAL! Peace Portal Activation August 25th, 2013 10:11 pm GMT
On August 25th, a very important portal will open that will bring a strong infusion of Light
into the conflicted situation on the surface of this planet.
Goddess wants peace and freedom so peace and freedom will come.
Conference Call:
T: The Grand Sextile is tipping the scales more than the last one did: Larry & Curly said it, and the YouTube
begins with it, too.
• Russian Journalist on Gay TV on RT tv: an executive decision in Russia – zero tolerance for anything related to
gays, gay life style, etc
• US still the best place to be
• This means that the deep-seated conflicts on the planet will be relieved.- one of the frames in the YouTube
R: The portal activation starts at 3:11 Mtn time; 2:11 Pacific Time; 10:11 UK; Cairo time = 11:11 EU
T: This is being ramped up by these guys because they do not want people to believe it
Reading: completes the history of NASDAQ
R: heard that market would drop to ??; time line: maybe Sept 1 st – he does not know!
Reading: Gotta love this lawyer
[with commentary by T & R]
[SEE BELOW]
T: explains the doctrine of Discovery of 1452!
• Discussion of Queen Isabella being a little cuckoo!!!! [the 'pious woman”]
• Things that the Vatican does not talk about
• Columbus did not discover USA;
• 520 years of history in the Old Testament are missing - See The Secret Places of the Lion, p. 222
• discussion of body hopping and why
• discussion of the children today who no longer get sick – they are immortal
• the kinds of energy coming in on Sunday will have quite an influence
• Egyptian pharaonic lineage knew all about Mother – all the consciousness was merged
• David body-hopped into Ahmose I, and he hopped back into David's body
• Solomon experienced being Thutmose I and Thutmose II
• 3 Egyptian pharaohs during the 39 year reign of Solomon
• the first 18 years were part of David's experience [of Amuhotep]
• Thutmose III [video out Jodah Akbar – a cool video]
• Hatshepsut was co-regent with Thutmose II and with Thutmose III
• Things got really bad in Egypt at that time: the Ice Age butted right up to the 18 th dynasty
• Akhnaton came in as an ET, with the bee hive head – there were barbarians all over the place, and he had to
do something about it.
Music:
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T: reads again from the YouTube where we left off
Mother Sekhmet
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One; in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ,
we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame.
T: asks for the spirit of peace to flood every cell in our bodies, every cell of life on the planet, in the universe.
• Both Mother and Father tonight? Yes.
• a most tremendous time of highly exciting time of magic and all that we are experiencing –
• this is the place, this is the time NOW, and it is about what this man has brought forth – Mr 19.5*
coming forth with what is coming into our midst – already has come in
• What is being shared for all to see is the story of the original story about Us [Mother] – about black, about
beauty, about Goddess, All There Is
• It began with our story when there was one hand clapping, and that sound is all there ever was and
ever will be.
• Dr King's dream in this time, in this space, here and now; we are happy to say that his dream is being realized
the moments that we are in, such magnificent realities are unfolding for all to see
• Yet as Rev. Al Sharpton said we have miles to go; we ain't here yet. And we are on the precipice of this
It is about respect for all life: hate is not a family value - and there is little of that – the man who holds
the C in C position and righting the Ship of State; those who seem to hold power hold an empty hand;
they are in a place where they hold nothing but the card they are playing to the hilt now: in the better
interest of the planet, the fear card holds no power here – we are moving into a place of love and
balance & this is coming to pass.
• All that is in this moment is about the story coming to pass in front of the Lincoln Memorial; same place Bono
played we saw the beginning of this man's story for the first time, not counting the 7 other black
presidents that were here;
• this story is so deep, so far back – why has not the story of the murder of Trayvon Martin come full
circle – yet accountability is in the moment. And it is about this particular story at the moment.
• There are life forms on the planet – that old game called the matrix still being played out; has to do with the fact
that it is all dissolving in the moment, and they are extremely petrified that the people are waking up and
of what we might do – they are running from the fact that we might do to them what they did to us: it is
only about love, not hate, not the issues of what is happening at the moment – torture, abuse,
• The reality of the moment is we are on the extreme edge of this story that has everything to do with this
particular day, the March on Washington, and the sun that is rising on this Moabite Nation;
• in the moment, here and now, we are happy to say there is an energy that is manifesting within this
creation story that has to do with this particular issue in the moment: the Black Madonna. Why 520 years
are missing and to this day Emmett Till [a black teenager of 16 who whistled at a girl and was shot in the
head – his cousin spoke at the Washington Monument on Sat, Aug 24 th] is still an open book about what
is unravelling in the moment.
• It is about this story that holds the greatest amount of change in the now; what we have at this moment is what
Mr Thom always says: tag you are it; get going. Change is the order of the day and it happens only by us
making that change in the moment. The best thing we can do to transform these energies in this
particular time
• It is about love, the story we have before us; it is such a deep story – the energy of what touches through this
one of what was said in 1963 about this dream – this dream has come to pass, and in this very moment,
we have someone sitting in 19.5* with that particular degree of energy which has to do with working
with the gauntlet of power with love – not about power, but love.
• That power of love is now – this is the greatest dance we will experience in this moment – we are cocreator gods equal to her! We were there in the beginning, and we are here again at the end of the
beginning of this story [this part of the story]; we are the ones we have been waiting for: NOW IS THE
TIME. There is such magnificence coming forth in the moment: it is more than words can say
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• This is more about vibration, a frequency of regenerating all that is, in the moment: land, water, the
temples of the living god that are immortal, as we ascend with these frequencies more and more into the
goddess realms, these bodies become more and more crystalline
• Listen to the force, the mitachlorians, the particles within each cell that travel faster than light speed.
• The reality of what this man is bringing forth now by what he will share in his speech coming up, has
everything to do with the change of introducing us into the next step because the solutions are too
numerous to name in the moment – as the environment changes in the moment of our present NOW, the
solutions will instantaneously show up.
• Already one of these is. In spite of what is happening in Fukishima, and as a result of the Bush-Clinton
crime family and people's frustration with a seemingly never-ending supply of liquid / spray of death
called radiation, she will say that all of creation is here, mitigating all of these frequencies or we would
not be having this conversation tonight. This is part of the solutions.
• The next step is introducing us so we can further the solutions. There are many things in the next few nano
seconds as they are dissolving and coming into this Grand Sextile. All that you presently understand
about the nature or your reality: become as the infant who knows nothing & be in that place of the
delta / theta state – receptive – and allow the frequencies to come in, in infinite joy and bliss.
• These ones who hold no power would like to take us on a fearful ride; all that was has been cancelled, and
the only thing that is left is that frequency of the mighty I AM that stands for Lady Master Victory,
Hope, Nesara, Nada, Columbia
Mo: and the particular story tomorrow is held in the city of the Goddess, Columbia – what a magnificent story
coming to pass because it is about the original nation, the Aboriginal Moabite Nation that comes forth
with the wisdom that holds the key to the other rays of Living Light, Living Love - 12 rays of the Rainbow
ray, the bridge – and this is the cosmic dance. Join in the cosmic dance on the Rainbow Bridge which is
already there!
T: you were talking about Mother/Father – goes back to the 520 years and how the barbaric energies
encroached on the civilization's development to the point that the stone age consciousness was on the
edge of extinction.
Mo: it was about not believing that you were equal to Creator Source; when the story began, we were equal in
abilities to Mother and the others
T: yes, and it is true that we must acquire the knowledge about that, and that we acquire the experience what we
learn as we go by doing – the “do do” philosophy
Mo: It is about Arjuna to Krishna before they went into battle against his own family & Krishna showed up and
showed Arjuna his universal form & said that he would drive the chariot – it is not about war, but about
enlightenment and peace
T: the Mahabarata war was NOT pretty – it lasted 5000 years
Mo: It is like many others – Kindra, Cyclopea, and a variation of a theme on Star Wars – we are done with this.
• The only fake war going on is the separation of the mind from the heart in the moment on this planet –
yet it is done.
• There are ones up to the 45 levels above the President who area getting things done and this is the
level at which we came in: this story IS about the Wingmakers:
what happens here and now affects 175 million years into the future! This story completes this now.
• Watch what this man [Sirian Commander] speaks about from the heart on Aug 28th at the Lincoln
Memorial - it is about the dream – we already are in the promised land as we created it in this
moment – there ain't nobody else coming! Let's dance!
T: the same souls that dug their heels in at the time of the 1 st creation, and the entirety of their intentions that
paved the way to today's hell as an illusion, are lifted, yet by the experience of how we collectively
anchor that by living it, breathing it, doing it, being it . . .
Mo: as Swami Purna says: speak only love; think only love; be only love,
In this moment, all that is coming to pass is about our magnificent rising to the occasion – it is what we
have been handed by our own higher self in the moment that it is the keys to the kingdom and it has to
to with as a nation, as a planet, the majority of the lifeforms who have said we want love, not war,
and that outweighs all other stories.
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• The next step is up to all of us – this is about the movement politics, the spiritual economics that
moves into universal economics.
• As this planet becomes the 33rd member of the Confederation of Worlds, there are already things
manifesting and that which is known as currency is already changing and we won't need currency –
energy exchange is about energy exchange whether it is gold plated bars or pennies, it is about the
energy of love and the exchange of giving and receiving between ourselves.
• This planet is receiving such an upliftment at this time, from so many sectors of all 7 super
universes; and this particular universe has said “I want peace, I want it now”. So be it and so it is.
• Goddess wants peace and love, so peace and love come in this moment, NOW, and we'd best serve this
energy, working with what is being brought forth now.
• It is about changing the conversation from one of fear to one of love.
• Yes, there are many, many questions to be answered about what we don't know about the nature of
who we are: this is a big deal, as we have been alienated from the idea about black: it is not about
colour - it is about the force, the mitachlorians, the melanin, that energy – of pasant [?- word from T]
T: tell what Inanna said to Rama when she was on the phone with Dodi: she said “Rama, I know that Mother
Sekhmet is black and you don't have to go there anymore, because Black is beautiful.”
Mo: This is the story in our midst right now, and it is a very big story because it brings up all of the unanswered
questions that have to do with the missing story, Her story/ His story - who we are as creator gods, who
came in peace, harmony, balance
• We all volunteered to play with various ideas of polarity and how far it could go. And here we are, on
the way up – and it is about this particular story now that has created such a conversation that it has
taken it to the National Mall and this particular day of the March on Washington:
• this story is about so many that hold the key: John Lewis did not get up there and risk his life to this
day to speak about what he went through to have the right, the privilege to address this nation for all to
come into the balance of what this represents.
• It is HUGE; it is that powerful with love – we com from a place that many may not begin to comprehend – it is
not our fault as it is about what has not been shared with us : the nature of who we are; the idea of the
Rainbow Bridge is very threatening to Mr Putin, & the seemingly regime; yet he as a double agent has to
play the game. He is taking these cabals down in this country and the rest of the world, and he has to
deal with how things are played out.
T: still the White Dragon society insisting on the rule of banning all gay activity and support
Mo: It is not necessarily about that - it is much deeper: it is about the rising of all the nations asking for freedom
• not about being white, blue, gay - it is about divine human rights!!!
T: he is begging for a fight on the 3D level
Mo: he is begging for a fight to change the course of how things done and at the same time, there are very great
odds to overcome and there are deep cultural misnomers that have to do with the understanding of
spirituality, and DNA, and souls coming into forms to take on physicality to change the course of desting
about where we at in this moment
• this is a REALLY BIG DEAL – it is no small thing! Much of what has been shared about the Aboriginal
Moabite Nation has not been shared with the people.
• What Prophet Noble Drew Ali did to bring forth the wisdom here as the Pan American Alliance; the
story about The Creature From Jekyll Island, and the first crash which was orchestrated; those since
then leading up to now, and the grand crash that Max Keiser is pulling his hair out over – get your
money out of the big banks if you have not already - why would you want to give your money to the big
banks/Geitner, Summers/ others so they can make more weapons, poison gases that gets spread
around the world by Black Ops that gets blamed on innocent people who only want to talk about
Palestine as an untold story, let along the Aboriginal Moabite Nation.
• Where did we come from? Moab – one nation; things were different when we walked on this planet.
• We are back and things are different again!
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T: Like R said, someone wound him up this day
• brings up article about Kuala Lumpur & Alfred Lambremont Webre
State of Israel Charged for “Crime of Genocide and War Crimes”, Kuala Lumpur Tribunal [SEE BELOW]
Mo: Webre is holding position as a judge, and this is about holding this nation as perpetrators of acts of
genocide, ecocide, war crimes. Why to this day do the Palestinians have to get shot to get a drink of
water?
Mo: Karma is coming full circle for this one [Robert Mugabe, elected for another term in Zimbabwe]
T: goes over the geography of the region
Mo: on the subject of Michael Jackson: he will be back as he holds a key to the Aboriginal Moabite nation story
Mo: as we go through this Grand Sextile, remember it is only about love: greetings in the Light of the Most
Radiant one! Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh . . .
Rama: was in the library of the New Jerusalem, looking up information on Kuala Lumpur where the tribunal is
being held.
Audio: Thom Hartmann
CONVERSATIONS WITH GREAT MINDS:
Michael Lind, New America Foundation / Land of Promise: An Economic History of the United States
GO TO: http://www.thomhartmann.com/tv TO SEE THIS INTERVIEW

[KR487] Keiser Report: NSA-spread Digital AIDS

Audio: Max Keiser

Posted on August 22, 2013
We discuss the fact that banks are lobbying to force credit unions to become banks in order to
destroy the Move Your Money competitive threat. They also discuss frontrunning the NSA and the
digital AIDS they’ve spread. In the second half, Max talks to former government official,
Catherine Austin Fitts of Solari.com about extricating yourself from the tapeworm economy.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3aJN4hjhALY
T: as we talk about pray peace, please pray rain for the western part of the US,- there are 51 at the
moment. In Idaho there are 15 blazes, and the largest has entered Yosemite 16 buildings gone,
165 sq miles burning – only 1% contained. Mandatory evacuations – tourists told to leave.
People living in Red Cross evacuation centres.
• Michael Linde on Thom Hartmann: The Economic History of the United States.
Reading: Voices of our Ancestors by Dhyani Ywahoo
Talks about how to live in the NOW
Closing: Rainbird

talks to the elements: rain, wind, fire and so on; ancestors

Music: Playing for Change – this song has 2.5 million hits
a dream you dream alone is only a dream; a dream you dream together is magical
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PRINTED MATERIALS RELATED TO THE NOTES
Gotta love this lawyer
Part of rebuilding New Orleans caused residents often to be challenged with the task of tracing home titles back
potentially hundreds of years. With a community rich with history stretching back over two centuries, houses
have been passed along through generations of family, sometimes making it quite difficult to establish
ownership. Here's a great letter an attorney wrote to the FHA on behalf of a client:
You have to love this lawyer........
A New Orleans lawyer sought an FHA loan for a client. He was told the loan would be granted if he could prove
satisfactory title to a parcel of property being offered as collateral. The title to the property dated back to 1803,
which took the lawyer three months to track down. After sending the information to the FHA, he received the
following reply.
(Actual reply from FHA):
"Upon review of your letter adjoining your client's loan application, we note that the request is supported by an
Abstract of Title. While we compliment the able manner in which you have prepared and presented the
application, we must point out that you have only cleared title to the proposed collateral property back to 1803.
Before final approval can be accorded, it will be necessary to clear the title back to its origin."
Annoyed, the lawyer responded as follows:
(Actual response):
"Your letter regarding title in Case No.189156 has been received. I note that you wish to have title extended
further than the 206 years covered by the present application. I was unaware that any educated person in this
country, particularly those working in the property area, would not know that Louisiana was purchased by the
United States from France in 1803, the year of origin identified in our application. For the edification of
uninformed FHA bureaucrats, the title to the land prior to U.S. ownership was obtained from France , which had
acquired it by Right of Conquest from Spain. The land came into the possession of Spain by Right of Discovery
made in the year 1492 by a sea captain named Christopher Columbus, who had been granted the privilege of
seeking a new route to India by the Spanish monarch, Queen Isabella. The good Queen Isabella, being a pious
woman and almost as careful about titles as the FHA, took the precaution of securing the blessing of the Pope
before she sold her jewels to finance Columbus 's expedition. Now the Pope, as I'm sure you may know, is the
emissary of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, and God, it is commonly accepted, created this world. Therefore, I
believe it is safe to presume that God also made that part of the world called Louisiana. God, therefore, would be
the owner of origin and His origins date back to before the beginning of time, the world as we know it, and the
FHA. I hope you find God's original claim to be satisfactory. Now, may we have our damn loan?"
The loan was immediately approved.
http://montelaw.com/content/gotta-love-lawyer
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State of Israel Charged for “Crime of Genocide and War Crimes”,
Kuala Lumpur Tribunal

By Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission (KLWCC)
Global Research, August 20, 2013
Url of this article:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/state-of-israel-charged-for-crime-of-genocide-and-war-crimes-kualalumpur-tribunal/5346375
“WHY is it that the murder of one man is considered a criminal act whereas the killing of hundreds of thousands
of innocent people committed in wars, is not considered so? -Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, former Prime Minister
of Malaysia
KUALA LUMPUR, 19 August 2013 – The Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal (KLWCT) will be hearing war
crimes and genocide charges against Amos Yaron, a retired Israeli army general and the State of Israel from 21 to
24 August in Kuala Lumpur.
This is the first time that war crimes charges will be heard against the retired general and the State of Israel in
compliance with due legal process. The Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission (KLWCC), having received
complaints from victims from Palestine (Gaza and West Bank) and the Sabra – Shatila refugee camps in
Lebanon, in 2012, investigated these complaints resulting in the institution of formal charges on war crimes
against the accused.
The suffering of the Palestinian people have been well documented over the decades without any legal recourse
being open to these people. Legal obstacles are placed in their path denying them the right to be heard. The
international community too has failed to recognise their fundamental human right to be heard. The KLWCC
founded in 2008 was established to fill this void and act as a peoples’ initiative to provide an avenue for such
victims to file their complaints and let them have their day in a court of law.
Witnesses are scheduled to testify against the accused during the course of the tribunal hearing. Eyewitnesses of
the Sabra – Shatila massacre will be testifying at the hearing and one of them include prominent surgeon and
author Dr Ang Swee Chai. Other witnesses at the hearing will also include those from Gaza during the Operation
Cast Lead 1 that resulted in the loss of numerous civilian lives and destruction of property where even children
were victims.
Expert witness Paola Manduca, a retired Professor at University of Genoa, Italy who is an expert Geneticist will
testify on the impact of weapons on reproductive health arising from the attacks in Gaza, especially to children.
There will also be witnesses from the West Bank to testify on alleged Israeli state violence and atrocities against
the Palestinian people.
The first charge against Amos Yaron for War Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity, and Genocide is as follows:
The defendant Amos Yaron perpetrated War Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity, and Genocide in his capacity as
the Commanding Israeli General in military control of the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps in Israeli occupied
Lebanon in September of 1982 when he knowingly facilitated and permitted the large-scale Massacre of the
Residents of those two camps in violation of the Hague Regulations on Land Warfare of 1907; the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949; the 1948 Genocide Convention; the Nuremberg Charter (1945), the Nuremberg
Judgment (1946), and the Nuremberg Principles (1950); customary international law, ‘jus cogens’, the Laws of
War, and International Humanitarian Law.
The other charge, which is against the State of Israel for the Crime of Genocide and War Crimes, is as follows:
From 1948 and continuing to date, the State of Israel (hereafter ‘the Defendant’) carried out against the
Palestinian people a series of acts namely killing, causing serious bodily harm and deliberately inflicting
conditions of life calculated to bring about physical destruction.
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The conduct of the Defendant was carried out with the intention of destroying in whole or in part the Palestinian
people. These acts were carried out as part of a manifest pattern of similar conduct against the Palestinian
people. These acts were carried out by the Defendant through the instrumentality of its representatives and
agents.
Such conduct constitutes the Crime of Genocide under international law including the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of Genocide 1948 (‘the Genocide Convention’) in particular Article II and
punishable under Article III of the said Convention. It also constitutes the crime of genocide as stipulated in
Article 10 of the Charter of the Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission.
Such conduct by the Defendant as an occupying power also violates customary international law as embodied in
the Hague Convention of 1907 Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, and the Fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949. Such conduct also constitutes War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity under international
law.
The trial will be held before the Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal, which is constituted of eminent persons
with legal qualifications.
The judges of the Tribunal will be headed by retired Malaysian Federal Court judge Tan Sri Dato Lamin bin Haji
Mohd Yunus Lamin, who also served as an ad litem judge at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Republic of Yugoslavia.
The other judges in the Tribunal include notable names such as Mr Alfred Lambremont Webre, a Yale graduate,
who authored several books on politics, Tunku Sofiah Jewa, practising lawyer and author of numerous
publications on International Law, Prof Salleh Buang, former Federal Counsel in the Attorney-General
Chambers and prominent author, Prof Emeritus Datuk Dr Shad Saleem Faruqi, prominent academic and
professor of law, Michael Hourigan, an internationally renowned human rights lawyer and Prof Eric David, an
International Humanitarian Law expert who was counsel at the International Court of Justice and the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.
The Tribunal will adjudicate and evaluate the evidence presented as in any court of law. The judges of the
Tribunal must be satisfied that the charges are proven beyond reasonable doubt and deliver a reasoned
judgement.
In the event the tribunal convicts any of the accused, the only sanction is that the name of the guilty will be
entered in the Commission’s Register of War Criminals and publicised worldwide. The tribunal is a tribunal of
conscience and a peoples’ initiative.
The prosecution for the trial will be lead by Prof Gurdial S Nijar, prominent law professor and author of several
law publications and Prof Francis Boyle, leading American professor, practitioner and advocate of international
law, and assisted by a team of lawyers.
The trial is open to the public and will be held on August 21-24, 2013 at the premises of the Kuala Lumpur
Foundation to Criminalise War (KLFCW) at 88, Jalan Perdana, Kuala Lumpur.
For further information, please contact
Dato’ Dr Yaacob Merican
Secretary General of the KLWCC Secretariat
Tel: +6012-227 8680
Ms Malkeet Kaur
Media Representative of KLWCC
malkeet@dbook.com.my
Tel: +6012-3737 886
About Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Commission (KLWCC)
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war crimes that have been neglected by established institutions such as the International Criminal Court. The
Commission seeks to influence world opinion on the illegality of wars and occupation undertaken by major
Western powers.
The aim of The Commission is thereby to hold perpetrators of war crimes accountable for their actions
especially when relevant international judicial organs fail to do so.
The Commission
The commission’s function is to:
i) receive complaints from any victim(s) of any conflict on:
(a) Crimes against peace
(b) Crimes against humanity
(c) Crimes of genocide
(d) War crimes
ii) investigate the same and prepare a report of its findings. To further call for more evidence or where The
Commission is satisfied to recommend prosecution
The Legal Team
The legal team’s aim is to present the complaints of victim(s) of any conflict and to act on the recommendation
of The Commission’s report and to frame charges and prosecute accused person(s).
The Tribunal
The Tribunal shall adjudicate on the charges filed against the accused person(s) The applicable standard of proof
shall be beyond reasonable doubt.
About the Kuala Lumpur Foundation to Criminalise War (KLFCW)
Malaysia’s fourth Prime Minister Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad founded the Kuala Lumpur Foundation to
Criminalise War (KLFCW), a non-governmental organisation established under the laws of Malaysia on 12
March 2007.
The main objectives of the Foundation, as stated in its Statutes are, inter alia:
1. To undertake all necessary measures and initiatives to criminalise war and energise peace;
2. To provide relief, assistance and support to individuals and communities who are suffering from the effects of
war and armed conflict wherever occurring and without discrimination on the grounds of nationality, racial
origin, religion, belief, age, gender or other forms of impermissible differentiations;
3. To promote the education of individuals and communities suffering from the effects of war or armed conflict;
4. To foster schemes for the relief of human suffering occasioned by war or armed conflict;
5. To provide for mechanisms or procedures in attainment of the above purposes.
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